6 steps to ensure a successful container delivery

Before your delivery, make sure your container can be placed by our patented PODZILLA® delivery system. In order to deliver your container, the PODZILLA requires extra maneuvering space. If our drivers encounter placement issues, we may not be able to deliver your container.

Your container delivery checklist

- **Clear a space 12 ft. wide and 15 ft. tall**
  No matter what size container you’ve ordered, our expert drivers will need extra space to place and pick up your container.

- **Move your vehicle on delivery day**
  With contactless delivery, you don’t have to be around to get your container. Before leaving, clear the driveway or street of vehicles that might block the delivery.

- **Avoid steep inclines**
  To keep your container and items safely stored, it’s important to find a spot that’s not on a steep incline—the flatter the better, but a slight incline should work.

- **Look out for wires and branches**
  Check that nothing is hanging within 15 ft. over the container delivery area. Be sure to look beyond your driveway to clearance on the street as well.

- **Check around the ground**
  Make sure that things like sprinkler heads don’t get damaged within that 12 ft. container placement area on the ground.

- **Multiple containers need more room**
  Two large containers placed side by side will require 24 ft. clearance in width. Two containers placed back to back will require 33 ft. clearance in length.

Questions? We have answers.
Call our moving and storage experts to plan your successful container delivery.
1 (877) 770-7637